
 

 

Challenging Times 

With the world facing a global pandemic related to Covid 19, many industries have been 
staggered by the actions taken to stop the rapid spread.  Many of the businesses most directly 
impacted are related to the transportation and lodging of travelers.  With trips, excursions and 
conferences being delayed or postponed at alarming rates, bus operators are being slammed at 
every turn with cancellations.   

We have taken the liberty of preparing a commonsense check list for operators that outlines a 
plan of action for attempting to deal with the current situation.  Thanks to the UMA and ABA 
organizations for their efforts in working with Congress to devise a $15B aid package and for 
soliciting advice from key partners to the industry. Their work and rapid pace has been 
unparalleled.    

With a major emphasis on conserving cash, some of the most sensible actions would be: 

1.  Be proactive and pursue modifications to existing credit agreements in an effort to 
reduce or defer principal reductions until life returns to a more normal existence. 
Several major lenders have indicated a willingness to defer principal payment for at 
least 90 days. If necessary, ask for a deferral of both principal and interest or a middle 
ground of deferred principal and reduced interest rates. 

2. Call your insurance providers and inform them that you have parked the buses and that 
they should cancel the liability coverage until you start using your equipment again.   

3. Pursue financing alternatives for grants or loans that will hopefully be made available 
from the federal government shortly to improve your liquidity. 

4. Furlough non-essential employees and encourage them to pursue unemployment 
protection until you can restart operations. 

5. Request reduced rent from your landlord for at least 90 days. 
6. Work with your vendors and suppliers in attempting to work out payment plans. 

With no knowledge of how long this pandemic might last, cash conservation is an enormous 
priority and anything you can do to succeed in this area will clearly be beneficial. 

Communication with suppliers and employees is of paramount importance.  Everyone works 
much better in times like these when they are being kept apprised of the plans for survival and 
how everyone can work together to make certain that we all make it out on the other side.   



In order to prove to your lenders and finance companies the true value of your fleet, you 
should refresh your most recent appraisal.  Relative to infield inspections, Bus Solutions has 
suspended all field inspection operations until such time as it is deemed safe to do so.  We are 
working closely with selected IT professionals to develop a methodology for using available 
technology that will direct your mechanics through the inspection process while we 
communicate with these mechanics and record the necessary data. Our process will be 
designed to increase speed and not waste precious time moving our inspectors by ground while 
also being more cost efficient.  But more importantly, we can provide a desktop that will help 
you with your lenders and convince them of the asset quality and collateral protection.  A 
desktop can be done more quickly and much less costly.  We can provide you with the tools you 
need to wage the most effective effort with your lender for better restructuring efforts. 

Bus Solutions has focused on the bus industry for 36 years.  We helped many operators after 
the 9/11 and SARS tragedies and we stand ready to help again.  While the current crisis 
continues to unfold, Bus Solutions is more than ready to work with industry professional to 
construct assistance packages for operators.  Bus Solutions is there when you need us and has a 
proven ability to help. 

Email us at info@bussolutions.com  

Phone us at 682.257.4800   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


